
WASHINGTON WILL NOT HELP RUSSIA INVESTIGATE TERRORIST ATTACK
IN MOSCOW

Description

WORLD : John Kirby, Coordinator for Strategic Communications at the White House National 
Security Council claimed that the United States will not provide assistance to Russia after the 
terrorist attack at Crocus City Hall. 

The Kremlin confirmed that the Russian special services are independently working on the terrorist
attack, without seeking help from the West.

According to Kirby, Washington has already fulfilled all its obligations. The representative of the Biden
administration stressed that there is no dialogue between the United States and Russia in the field of
security, and the terrorist attack at the Crocus City Hall did not change anything. Therefore, the United
States will not provide any assistance to Russia.

If your question is about this, then there will be no help from the United States for Russia in the field of
security.

Kirby added that the United States had an obligation to notify Russia of the “available information”
because Russia “did not have it,” Washington did. However, earlier Kirby said that the US authorities
allegedly did not know about the preparation of a terrorist attack in Moscow.

On March 8, the US Embassy warned the US citizens about the upcoming terrorist attacks in Russia.
According to Kirby, this warning allegedly was of a general nature and had nothing to do with what
happened in Crocus City Hall.

In response to all questions, Washington declares that it does not know who was behind the attack but
knows that this was not Kiev. At the same time, the MSM and the ongoing informational campaign
launched from Ukraine attempt to assure that ISIS is behind the terrorist attack.
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Washington also continues to assure that terrorists from the Islamic State terrorist organization banned
in Russia* are allegedly behind the terrorist attack in Krasnogorsk, and Ukraine has “nothing to do with
it.”
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